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Vampire diaries season 3 episode 21

Keep up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Vampire diaries tell the story of supernatural beings trying to survive in a town called Mystic Falls. The love stories and plot of the show have drawn viewers in, and it doesn't hurt that the show has one of the most attractive casts on television.
So it makes sense that we'll miss watching every week when the series ends after season 8. But this is not the end of the road for acting careers. Here's what's next for the cast. Ian Somerhalder Ian Somerhalder in Vampire Diares | Favorite CW Fan Damon Salvatore is sarcastic and dark, but has a romantic side. The
actor really attracted fans, and even directed several episodes of the show. He was also the show's big driving force alongside actor Paul Wesley. After actress Nina Dobrev left Vampire Diaries, the show's creator, Julie Plec said she would continue the series as long as Somerhalder and Wesley stayed. So it's no shock
that the show ends now that the actors are done with it. Somerhalder opened up about what the role meant to him. I am so very grateful to those who fought for me that I have this opportunity (you know who you are), for those who have worked so hard to make this show happen, and to those who have watched it
faithfully, making it part of their lives. This show has enriched my life greater than anything I've done in my career and will live on in my heart. We're family, and I'm going to miss you. Thank you again to this amazing cast and crew, Kevin, Julie, Warner Bros., the CW and the most loyal fan base the world has ever seen.
Wow, what a ride. Will Somerhalder work in front of or behind the camera after the show? He finished the movie Time Framed where he plays an undercover agent on a mission. I hope that means we see more of the actor on the big screen. Paul Wesley Paul Wesley in Vampire Diaries | The CW Actor plays Salvatore's
younger brother, Stefan. He's the first to win Elena's heart, but in the end his love story involves new people. He is also more focused on his brother's well-being. The handsome actor has worked on several off-series films over the years, and it seems he will continue to focus on his film career. He'll be working on
Convergence, which will come out next year. It's a sci-fi movie starring Wesley, but he hasn't yet announced who else is attached to the project. Kat Graham Kat Graham in Vampire Diaries | The powerful witch, Bonnie Bennett, was able to protect and help her friends throughout the show. Since the show's founding, she
has lost her friend, fallen in love and fought multiple villains. The actress did a good job portraying her character's journey. What's next for her? You'll see Kat Graham in multiple films, including Where's the Money, All Eyez on Me and QQ Speed. I hope she'll get back to making music, too. Candice King Candice King in
Vampire | CW The actress plays a smart and tenacious vampire, Caroline Forbes. Her character has definitely changed over the seasons in relation to the initial role of a young and naïve student. Unfortunately, no future projects have been announced for the actress, but she has been quite busy for many years and
recently had a baby. So we don't blame her if she's just enjoying her family for a while. Zach Roerig Zach Roerig in Vampire Diaries | The CW Actor is one of the few who has managed to play a character who remains human on the show. His character has evolved from a golden boy footballer to a cop who has a hard
time coping with the supernatural. The good news is you won't have to wait long to see the actor again. He'll be in the Year of spectacular people coming out this year. He'll also be at the Rings, which is the third installment in the Ring franchise. Nina Dobrev Nina Dobrev in Vampire Diaries | CW The former lead star
played Elena Gilbert, a high school student who meets and falls in love with a vampire. It was her story that started the series, but the actress eventually left after season six. Since then, the show has put her character in another burner, but now that she's finishing what she's working on? The actor has been busy making
films and three will come out next year. Her projects are Arrivals, Crash Pad, xXx: Return of Xander Cage and Flatliners. Steven R. McQueen Steven R. McQueen in Vampire | You know him as Elena's little brother, Jeremy Gilbert. He fell in love with Bonnie and became a supernatural hunter. He also makes an exit from
the show in Season 6. Luckily, he's still on television because he plays Jimmy Borelli on Chicago P.D. and Chicago Fire. His character's a firefighter on both shows, and he doesn't look like he's going anywhere. Matthew Davis Matthew Davis in The Vampire Dairies | The CW Actor plays Alaric Saltzman, an educator who
is well aware of the dark side of the world. He was the heart of the show, like a man surrounded by supernatural creatures. Before the series, he was in some enjoyable films like Legally Blonde and Pearl Harbor. However, he doesn't have any movie after the series is over. But given his résumé, we have high hopes of
seeing him again. Michael Malarkey Michael Malarkey and Kat Graham in Vampire | CW Malarkey is a newer newcomer to the cast, starring vampire Enzo St. John. If you love him from the show, then you'll be able to catch him in the short film Oliver's Landing. Unfortunately, it's the only project he has right now, but
hopefully it's a sign that we'll continue to see him even after the show. Follow Nicole Weaver on Twitter @nikkibernice Watch Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! This page is not available in your country Season five of The Office starts with Pam at art school in New York, Ryan returns to Dunder-Mifflin, Dwight and
Angela have an affair behind them Back, and Michael meeting apparently the woman of his dreams in new human resources boss Holly. Pam eventually returns from art school, gets engaged to Jim and gets pregnant, while Holly and Michael enjoy a brief but intense relationship before transferring out of town. Angela
breaks up with both Andy and Dwight, and all three end up alone. After the new vice president belittled him, Michael fired Dunder-Mifflin to start his own company, but he makes a triumphant return when he is bought out and his rival is expelled from Scranton. Title: Weight LossOriginal Airdate: September 25, 2008
During eight weeks during the summer, Dunder-Mifflin employees participate in a company-wide weight loss challenge, which inspires Kelly to anorexia and Dwight to new levels of antipathy. Meanwhile, Pam goes to art school in New York, and the separation inspires Jim to propose at a rest stop (she says yes). Michael
and Holly continue to flirt even as she goes on several dates with a yoga instructor, with Dwight and Angela continuing their illicit affair as Andy unwittingly plots his and Angela's wedding to her impossible standards. Ryan returns to Dunder-Mifflin as interim, filling in with Pam at the front desk, and Michael seems to be
the only person happy to see him. Title: Business EthicsOriginal Airdate: October 9, 2008 Thanks to Ryan's corporate scandal, Holly must conduct a business ethics seminar for the office. Michael encourages everyone to acknowledge their ethical transgressions, which leads to Meredith admitting to regularly sleeping
with the supplier to get a stock discount and free Outback Steakhouse coupons. Holly has decided that Meredith should be terminated for this offense, and she and Michael are having a tense lunch that makes him try to convince her otherwise. In the end, HR by corporate orders an affair swept under the rug. Meanwhile,
Jim and Pam announce their engagement to their co-workers, who respond with general indifference. Title: Baby ShowerOriginal Airdate: October 16, 2008 Michael is planning a baby shower for Jan despite the fact that he is not the father of her baby. She appears already after she has given birth, toting along with her
newborn daughter Astrid. The rather pathetic shower continues anyway, with Michael treating Holly viciously so as not to upset Jan. Michael doesn't feel any connection to baby Astrid when he holds her, but when Jan tells him not to date Holly, he goes back to the office and holds Holly instead; They definitely have a
relationship, and she agrees to go out with him. Jim and Pam spend the day having trouble connecting with each other over the phone. Title: Crime AidOriginal Airdate: October 23, 2008 Michael and Holly leave the office door unlocked after an after-hours attempt, and Dunder-Mifflin is robbed. To deal with the losses,
Michael is organizing a charity auction with some seriously lame items, including a pair of Bruce Springsteen tickets that don't really exist. Dwight freaks about Angela and Andy setting their wedding date, and follows Phyllis' advice to give Angela an ultimatum, but Angela doesn't answer. Jim gets paranoid about what
Pam might be doing in New York without him, but he won't stop driving there to check on her. Title: Employee TransferOriginal Airdate: October 30, 2008 After corporate revelations that Holly and Michael are dating, they're transferring Holly back to New Hampshire. On the way from Scranton, she decides that a long-
distance relationship with Michael wouldn't work out, and although he begs her to reconsider, they break up. To mess with Andy, Dwight decided to become a big Cornell devotee, stocking up on school memorabilia and even sending an application. Jim and Pam have lunch in New York with Jim's brothers, who play a
bizarre prank involving belittling Pam's aspirations to become an artist, but she ingratiates herself with them by playing alongside this rather cruel ruse. Title: Customer SurveyOriginal Airdate: November 6, 2008 Annual customer service surveys are coming in, and Jim and Dwight have negative reports. Turns out Kelly
faked the results to get back to them because they didn't make it to her finale. Michael finds out, but instead of reprimanding Kelly, he confesses with her because of the difficulty of persuading co-workers to attend social gatherings. Andy and Angela agree to hold their wedding at Schrute Farms, which gives Dwight
another chance to try to attract Angela back. Pam and Jim spend all day together on the phone thanks to tiny headphones, so Jim hears when one of Pam's art school friends tries to convince her to stay in New York. Title: Business TripOriginal Airdate: November 13, 2008 Michael, Andy and Oscar take a business trip to
Winnipeg to meet with a client. Michael hooks up with the doorman to try and forget the heartbreak over Holly, while Andy tries to play wingman for oscar and ends up drunkenly picking out an angry Angela, who resets their relationship to first base. Pam failed to get out of one of her art school classes, but instead of
spending another three months in New York to redraw, she comes home to Scranton to be with Jim. Kelly and Ryan get involved, but he seems less than thrilled with the return of their relationship when it becomes clear that Darryl is in no way jealous. Title: Frame TobyOriginal Airdate: November 20, 2008 Toby returns to
the office from his time in Costa Rica, and Michael is extremely unhappy about it. He and Dwight conspired to get Toby fired, trying to get him to sexually harass Pam or assault Michael and eventually unsuccessfully plant marijuana possession using a bag of lettuce. Ryan throws Kelly in an extremely condescending
way, which she takes in her usual unaware way. Jim tells Pam that he bought them his parents' old house, and she looks suspicious at first, but eventually tells him she likes it. Title: ExcessOriginal Airdate: December 4, 2008 which must be spent by the end of the day, and Dunder-Mifflin employees are divided into two
factions over how it should be used: one group wants to buy a new koier, while the other wants new chairs. This pits Jim and Pam against each other when Jim supports Koper. Eventually, Michael reveals that he can get a bonus if he returns the surplus, but staff overrule him in favour of the chairs. At Schrute Farms,
Dwight demeans Andy as he goes over Andy and Angela's wedding plans and then tricks Angela into a possibly binding wedding ceremony. Her answer is to tell Dwight and then plant a huge, totally non-erotic kiss on Andy. Title: Moroccan ChristmasOriginal Airdate: December 11, 2008 Phyllis is planning a Moroccan-
themed Christmas party and takes the opportunity to harass Angela into becoming her slave, threatening to expose Angela's affair with Dwight if Angela doesn't do everything Phyllis says. Eventually, Angela refuses, and Phyllis tells the entire office - except for Andy, who is in the other room and remains unaware. At the
party, Meredith gets stuck and sets her hair on fire, stating Michael is making a disastrous intervention for her, then dragging her to rehab, both of which prove unsuccessful. Title: DuelOriginal Airdate: January 15, 2009 Michael finally tells Andy about Angela's affair with Dwight, and Andy and Dwight agree to lead the
duel to determine who wins Angela's love. Their rather pathetic confrontation, with Dwight brandishing an arcade weapon and Andy pinning Dwight down with his car, doesn't result in a winner, but each ends up so disappointed with Angelo that neither wants her after the duel is over. Meanwhile, Michael goes to the
corporation, where David Wallace wants an explanation as to why the Scranton branch is so good, but of course Michael has no idea. Title: Prince Family PaperOriginal Airdate: January 22, 2009 David Wallace sends Michael to spy on the family's rival paper company, and Michael and Dwight manage to achieve some
serious inside information by posing as a potential buyer and potential new employee. Michael is at odds over reporting information and messing around with a friendly family that owns the company, but Dwight assures him to be ruthless. While Michael and Dwight are gone, the rest of the office is having an elaborate
discussion to determine whether actress Hilary Swank is hot or not. Title: Stress ReliefOriginal Airdate: February 1, 2009 Everyone does their best to offend Michael, and in the end, he takes it to heart. But he bounces back in his usual unaware way, pathetically frying his co-workers. Jim and Pam are dealing with the
impending divorce of Pam's parents, and Andy confuses their cover-up conversations about it because of sharp analyses of the film starring Jack Black, Cloris. and Jessica Alba in lame little stunt casting. Title: Lecture CircuitOriginal Airdate: February 5, 2009 Michael is asked to tour other Dunder-Mifflin affiliates to talk
about his strategies for sales success and takes Pam as his assistant. At Utica, Michael's lecture is as disastrous as expected, but Pam comes up with a newly married and pregnant Karen, and the two seem to put the past behind them. It inspires Michael to suggest a detour so he can achieve closure with Holly. In
Scranton, the new co-chairs of the Entertainment Planning Committee Jim and Dwight forgot Kelly's birthday, so they're working to show it by planning a completely pathetic celebration. And newlywed single Andy clumsily tries to attract an inconspicuous client. Title: Lecture Circuit Part 2Original Airdate: February 12,
2009 Michael and Pam lead their lecture tour in Nashu to take on Holly, but it turns out she's on a retreat. Instead, Michael meets Holly's new boyfriend and melts during his lecture. Later, he found a letter on Holly's computer that she wrote to him, but she never sent it, and Pam read it. Pam tells Michael that Holly still
has feelings for him. In Scranton, Jim and Dwight continue to plan Kelly's pathetic birthday party, and eventually, find a way to make her happy. And Angela upsets everyone with her excessive attention and love for her new cat. Title: Blood DriveOriginal Airdate: March 5, 2009 Valentine's Day makes Michael depressed
about breaking up with Holly, so she organizes a mixer for all singles in the office and invites people from surrounding companies. Michael hopes to reconnect with the woman he shared the moment he donated blood to, but she never shows up. Non-samci Jim and Pam share couples lunch with Phyllis and her husband
Bob, which is going really well until Phyllis and Bob sneak out to have sex in the bathroom, which made Jim and Pam extremely uncomfortable. Title: Golden TicketOriginal Airdate: March 12, 2009 Michael comes up with the idea of inserting five Willy Wonka-esque gold tickets into random paper shipments, giving
customers a 10 percent discount. But when one big client gets all five, the plan backfires, and Michael tries to get Dwight to take the fall. Dwight goes for it, but he ends up getting credit when things turn back. Michael can't accept that, and in the end, no one comes out looking good. Meanwhile, Andy, Jim and Pam give
Kevin conflicting advice on how to approach the woman he met on a one-man mixer, and he ends up just ignoring them and outright. Title: New ChiefOriginal Airdate: March 19, 2009 New Regional Vice President Charles Minor (Idris Elba, The Wire) comes to Scranton and immediately shakes things up by not tolerating
any of Michael's tomfoolery. Seeing Michael for what he really is, the formidy manager, Charles cancels Michael's 15th anniversary party, disbands the party's planning committee and i'm going to do a policy. Jim Jim In a tuxedo to mess with Dwight, he also ends up stupid in front of Charles. Michael, fed up with the
undermining, goes to New York to complain to David Wallace, but even after he's appeased, he decides to quit. Title: Two WeeksOriginal Airdate: March 26, 2009 After he's given a two-week notice period, Michael fools himself until he realizes he has no plan for after he leaves Dunder-Mifflin. He impulsively decides to
start his own paper company and goes around the office trying to recruit people for this new venture, but no one is taking it on offer. When Charles finds out what Michael's doing, order Michael out of the office immediately. After spending all day learning how to use the new coper and then feeling unsuspicious, Pam also
impulsively gives up, to join Michael in his reckless new job. Title: Dream TeamOriginal Airdate: April 9, 2009 Michael and Pam struggle to start the Michael Scott Paper Company, as Michael is overwhelmed first and Pam later has serious doubts. They're recruiting Ryan, but they're failing to bring in Michael's former
telemarketing associate Vikram or secure seed money from Michael's grandmother's investment club. Things turn around a bit when Michael secures office space in a small pantry in the same building as Dunder-Mifflin. In Dunder-Mifflin, everyone tries to kiss Charles by pretending to love his favorite sport, football, which
eventually backfires on Jim. Title: The Michael Scott Paper CompanyOriginal Airdate: April 9, 2009 Michael, Pam and Ryan have a stressful first day in their new office, where they argue with each other, organize a pathetic pancake lunch as their launch party and almost decide to give up the whole venture. By the end of
the day, though, they make one sale, and things don't look so bad. In Dunder-Mifflin, Jim continues to have trouble connecting with Charles, who is asking Jim to prepare a report from which he is not familiar. Dwight and Andy test their newfound friendship when competing for the new receptionist's affections. Title: Tough
competitionOriginal Airdate: April 16, 2009 Dwight secretly relays insider information about Dunder-Mifflin to the Michael Scott Paper Company, but after winning praise for his sale from Charles, he decides to put an end to it. He and Michael then found themselves in brutal competition to steal or keep key accounts. Even
Dwight's various sabotages can't stop Michael from shoving a meeting with one of Dwight's biggest clients. In Dunder-Mifflin, Jim starts messing around with Andy after Andy implies jim might be unhappy about his relationship with Pam. Title: BrokeOriginal Airdate: April 23, 2009 Dunder-Mifflin continues to lose clients to
Michael Scott Paper Company as Michael offers drastically reduced prices. But when Michael finds out that his discounted prices will leave his company bankrupt in just a few weeks, he jumps in for a buyout opportunity from Dunder-Mifflin, and he, Pam. Ryan's all coming back to the company, and Pam's working as a
saleswoman now. Charles looks silly in front of David Wallace for relying on Dwight over Jim and leaving Scranton humiliated, with Michael back in charge. Title: Casual FridayOriginal Airdate: April 30, 2009 With Michael, Ryan and Pam in Dunder-Mifflin, there is a bit of tension as Michael assigns Ryan and Pam all the
clients they stole while at the Michael Scott Paper Company. Other sellers (except Jim, who stays out of it hanging out with Creed) almost stage a coup d'etat, and Michael eventually gives them back his clients. That leaves only enough clients for another seller, so Ryan is reduced back to his old temporary job.
Meanwhile, a number of employees go too far with the looseness of casual Friday, and Toby decides to shut it down. Title: Café DiscoOriginal Airdate: May 7, 2009 Michael sets up a stereo and espresso machine in the empty office of the Michael Scott Paper Company and tries to attract staff to join him for coffee and
dancing. At first she has trouble convincing people, and Phyllis hurts her back when she's the only one who joins him. But then Kelly and new receptionist Erin get things started, and pretty soon the whole office is dancing a day away. Pam and Jim plan to sneak out for a quick wedding, but as they dance, they realize
they really want a big party for their weddings. Title: Company PicnicOriginal Airdate: May 14, 2009 At dunder-mifflin's annual picnic, Michael bumps into Holly and her new boyfriend. Michael and Holly team up on a ghastly parody slumdog millionaire slumdog slumdog's slumdog about dunder-mifflin's history, during
which they accidentally discover the closure of a Branch in Buffalo. They don't inflame their romance, but they do share a few momentable moments, which makes Michael happy. Jim and Pam were caught at the volleyball tournament, which awakens Jim's renewed rivalry with Charles Minor. A minor injury sends Pam to
the hospital, where she discovers she is pregnant. Pregnant.
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